Strike FC Rainout Policy
This policy refers to any and all Strike FC Wisconsin practice and game facilities and
locations. Strike FC Wisconsin will, due to inclimate weather, cancel any and all
practices and games if a heavy rain is forecasted, field conditions have deteriorated or
if safety of our members is brought into question. This will also apply to any severe
weather and snow.
Members will be notified through club wide email but, should also check the Strike FC
Wisconsin website: strikefc.org, for any and all cancellations. Strike FC Wisconsin will
attempt to notify members and update the website as quickly as possible to allow for
arrangements to be made.
Any Recreational games U6 through U10 that are cancelled due to this policy will be
made up on a designated ‘make up’ date. Strike FC will ‘make up’ one cancelled game
in the Fall and one cancelled game in the Spring. No other cancellations will be subject
to ‘make up’.
For Select teams, regardless of level or division and Recreational U12-15 teams playing
in WARS, managers must communicate with both the Strike FC Wisconsin
administrator: kim.opie@strikefc.org , Wisconsin Youth Soccer Association and the
opposing club to reschedule the game. For WARS games, when a game is rained out,
we ask teams to contact their opponents to make sure our rain date/rescheduled date
works for them. We will give WARS team the option of rescheduling on an alternate
date that works for both teams.
Referees may also cancel games for the same conditions set out in this policy. Games
that begin and are concluded at half time because of weather conditions are
considered complete and will not be rescheduled. Games that are halted during the
first half before half time, will be rescheduled and should be done following the
process above.
For Recreation games requesting reschedules, the only games that will be considered,
not guaranteed, are ones that are cancelled by Strike FC or are affected by events that
impact large numbers of teams.

